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A Note to Our Readers
Tracing its origins to 1927, the University of
Alaska Press has published exceptional scholarly and general interest books about the
history, cultures, languages, literature, environment, and natural resources of the state
and circumpolar North. UA Press is one of the
vital ways in which the University of Alaska
serves the people of Alaska and northern regions of the world.
As a nonprofit publisher, UA Press depends on
the support of readers and friends like you.
By purchasing our books or making a taxdeductible gift to UA Press, you help to ensure
that we will continue to extend the reach of
important ideas and excite many more passionate readers.
For additional information on any title listed
in this catalog or on how you can help support
UA Press, please call, write, or visit our website.
Many thanks. We look forward to hearing
from you.

Authors: Please follow the submission guidelines online at www.uaf.edu/uapress/authors.

To order any of our books,
please see our website:

www.uaf.edu/uapress
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NEW BOOKS

Still Rainin’
Still Dreamin’
Hall Anderson’s Ketchikan
Hall Anderson
A staff photographer for the Ketchikan Daily
News, Hall Anderson counted among his early
influences photographers like Robert Frank
and Henri Cartier-Bresson, who understood the visual
bounty to be found in photographing the candid side
of life. For more than twenty-five years, Anderson has
brought this perspective to his photographic endeavors, both personal and professional, in the small town
of Ketchikan in southeast Alaska.

Hall Anderson, a staff
photographer for the
Ketchikan Daily News
since 1984, has been
photographing the Ketchikan
area for more than twentyfive years.

Still Rainin’ Still Dreamin’ showcases Anderson’s
prize-winning black-and-white images, which collectively chronicle three decades of life in Ketchikan,
spanning its transition from a timber- and fishingbased economy to one built on a booming tourism
industry. From timber carnivals to election coverage
to Fourth of July parades, Still Rainin’ Still Dreamin’ is
a poignant celebration of the uncanny juxtapositions
found in everyday life.

photography
september • paperback $35.00 • 10 x 8, 112 pages,
100 halftones • isbn 978-1-889963-90-7

Dennis Witmer

photography • cloth $40.00 • 11 x 11, 48
pages, 32 halftones • isbn 978-0-9771028-0-8

Front Street Kotzebue
Dennis Witmer

photography • cloth $50.00s • 11 x 11, 60
pages, 44 halftones • isbn 978-0-9771028-2-2
www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657

related titles

Far to the North
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NEW BOOKS

Arctic Sanctuary
Images of the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge
Jeff Jones and Laurie Hoyle

Introduction by Michael Engelhard

Jeff Jones finds great
satisfaction in getting to
know places well, returning
to them repeatedly. He
has created significant
bodies of work of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge and
California’s Sierra Nevada.
His traveling exhibitions
have shown at venues that
include the Oakland Museum
of California and the Bell
Museum of Natural History in
Minneapolis.
Laurie Hoyle is a writer and
vice chair of the Sequoia
Parks Foundation board of
directors.

Guided by photographer Jeff Jones’s sure vision, Arctic
Sanctuary leads the reader on a remarkable journey
that few of us will ever take in real life: a trek deep
into Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. By turns
celebratory and contemplative, emotionally evocative
and beautifully fierce, this collection of lyrical essays
and stunning panoramic photographs pays homage to
a vast and remote land that remains untamed by technology and undisturbed by human development.
In Jeff Jones’s masterly landscapes of the Arctic I find a
majestic peace and a powerful call to action to protect
this sanctuary of wildlife and wildness. This book beautifully showcases a pristine land caught in the crosshairs
of the greatest of human calamities, including global
climate change and the grim search for energy resources.
—Art Wolfe, photographer and host of public television’s
Art Wolfe’s Travels to the Edge

nature • photography

related titles

september • cloth $55.00 • 14 x 9, 184 pages,
156 color plates • isbn 978-1-60223-088-0
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Last Great Wilderness

The Campaign to Establish the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Roger Kaye
This book chronicles the history of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge as a
symbol of the conflict between demand for oil and nature at its most pristine.
nature, western history, politics • cloth $29.95 • 6 x 9, 304 pages,
color and b&w illustrations, maps • isbn 978-1-889963-83-9
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NEW BOOKS

Cold Flashes
Literary Snapshots of Alaska
Edited by Michael Engelhard
As the old adage goes, “if you can’t say it in a few
pages, you won’t in a hundred.” The selections in Cold
Flashes—very short prose and black-and-white photographs—embody perfectly this transparency, thrift,
and restraint. Found here are highly polished micronarratives, both fiction and nonfiction, and a series of
eloquent and artistic halftones that capture their sizeable subjects in a nutshell. By minimizing the exposition, the selections stimulate the imagination to reflect
on the rich diversity of people and places that make
up Alaska. To be savored piecemeal at coffee shops, on
the bus, or while waiting in line, the images and text
in Cold Flashes will resonate with both the reader and
each other, fusing into something profound yet elusive.

Michael Engelhard is a
writer and wilderness guide
whose work has appeared in
Outside and the San Francisco
Chronicle. He is also the
editor of several anthologies,
including Wild Moments:
Adventures with Animals of the
North (University of Alaska
Press, 2009)..

literature • photography
july • paperback $21.95 • 6 x 9, 152 pages, 72 halftones
isbn 978-1-60223-093-4 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-094-1

Adventures with Animals of the North
Edited by Michael Engelhard
Wild Moments brings readers face to face with the North’s incredible fauna
through accounts by the best of contemporary nature writers.
nature • paperback $21.95 • 6 x 9, 240 pages, line drawings
isbn 978-1-60223-048-4

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657

related titles

Wild Moments
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NEW BOOKS

Ice Floe
New and Selected
Edited by Shannon Gramse and Sarah Kirk

Shannon Gramse is a
poet and co-founder of Ice
Floe. He teaches English
at the University of Alaska
Anchorage.
Sarah Kirk is a lifelong
Alaskan and co-founder of Ice
Floe. She teaches Basic English
at the University of Alaska
Anchorage.

Ice Floe, the celebrated and award-winning journal of
circumpolar poetry, returns as an annual book series.
This first volume collects the best of Ice Floe’s first seven
years along with exciting new poetry from Alaska,
Canada, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia.
All work is presented in both its original language and
in English translation. Contributors include former
Alaska poet laureate John Haines, Gunnar Harding,
Robert Bly, Lennart Sjögren, and dozens of other established and emerging voices from the northern latitudes.
Chimes
translated from the Icelandic
by Hallberg Hallmundsson
When pure-white day
has turned to blue evening
reluctantly gliding
off over darkening ground
the breeze comes stirring
chimes in the rowan branches
and the last thing you hear
before sleeping is their sound.

poetry

related titles

september • paperback $20.00 • 6 x 9, 208 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-083-5 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-095-8
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The Rising and the Rain
John Straley

poetry • paperback $19.95 • 6 x 9, 88 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-033-0

For the Sake of the Light
Tom Sexton

poetry • paperback $22.95 • 6 x 9, 208 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-050-7
FALL 2010  | University of Alaska Press

NEW BOOKS

A Woman in the
Polar Night
Christiane Ritter

Introduction by Lawrence Millman

“An unpretentious but arresting book about life south
of nowhere.”
—Time magazine

For most of us, the Arctic conjures up images of freezing and forsaken solitude. Hence, Austrian painter
Christiane Ritter was at best ambivalent when her husband asked her to join him on the small Arctic island
of Spitsbergen in a tarpaulin-covered hut sixty miles
from the nearest neighbor. Yet his descriptions were
filled not with cold and hardship but tales of remarkable wildlife, alluring light shows, and treks over water
and ice. Won over, Ritter joined her husband and grew
to love life on this small isle off Norway’s coast. In this
charming memoir, she describes her experiences with
insight and wry humor. Whether or not you ever plan
a trip to the Arctic, A Woman in the Polar Night offers
thoughtful reflections on isolation and the place the
natural world holds in the human psyche.

Christiane Ritter was an
Austrian painter. She wrote
A Woman in the Polar Night
after her return to Austria in
1934, and the original German
edition is still in print.
Lawrence Millman’s books
include Last Places, Lost in
the Arctic, and A Kayak Full
of Ghosts. A Fellow of the
prestigious Explorers Club,
he has made over forty
expeditions to the Arctic.

nature
july • paperback $19.95 • 5.5 x 8.5, 224 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-100-9

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657
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NEW BOOKS

Bong HiTS 4 Jesus
A Perfect Constitutional Storm
in Alaska’s Capital
James C. Foster
In January 2002, for the first time, the Olympic Torch
Relay visited Alaska on its way to the Winter Games.
When the relay runner and accompanying camera
cars passed Juneau-Douglas High School, senior
Joseph Frederick and several friends unfurled a
fourteen-foot banner reading “BONG HiTS 4 JESUS.”
James C. Foster is a professor
at Oregon State University. He
has taught and written about
aspects of judicial politics for
over thirty years.

An in-depth look at student rights within a public
high school, this book chronicles the events that followed: Frederick’s suspension, the subsequent suit
against the school district, and, ultimately, the escalation of a local conflict into a federal case. Brought to
life through interviews with the principal figures in
the case, Bong HiTS 4 Jesus is a gripping tale of the
boundaries of free speech in an American high school.
Dangerous, disruptive unprotected speech or a sophomoric grab for TV face time? Foster’s fascinating and
 rederick . . . walks
comprehensive book about Morse v. F
readers through every stage of a case that resulted in
the U.S. Supreme Court establishing a “messy precedent” that may deeply affect First Amendment speech
rights for years to come. Sensitive in its portrayal of
both students’ rights and school authority, BONG HiTS
4 JESUS . . . considers whether this recalibration of student speech rights is a major retreat.
—Jill Norgren, Professor Emerita, The City University of New York

law • current events
october • paperback $29.95 • 6 x 9, 376 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-089-7 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-090-3
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City for Empire
An Anchorage History, 1914–1941
Preston Jones
First settled in 1915, Anchorage was founded with
the American empire in mind. During World War
I, it served as a conduit through which coal could
be shipped to the Pacific, where the U. S. Navy was
engaged with Japan. Decades later, during World
War II, Anchorage became an equally important site
for the defense of the mainland and the projection
of American power. City for Empire tells the story of
Anchorage’s development in that period, focusing in
particular on the international context of the city’s
early decades and its surprisingly diverse inhabitants.
A thorough yet accessible study, City for Empire captures the history of this remarkable city.

history
october • paperback $26.95 • 6 x 9, 232 pages, 10 halftones
isbn 978-1-60223-084-2 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-085-9

Preston Jones has published
scholarly works as well as
general history texts. Jones
has taught at the high school
and university level. He has
been a professor of history
at John Brown University in
Arkansas since 2003, teaching
numerous courses, including
Latin, British Empire, U. S.
History, Western Civilization,
and Great Books classes. His
first book with the University
of Alaska Press was Empire’s
Edge: American Society in
Nome, Alaska, 1898–1934 (2007).

American Society in Nome, Alaska, 1898–1934
Preston Jones
Empire’s Edge is the story of how ordinary Americans made a life on the edge of
a continent, a life both ordinary and extraordinary.
history • paperback $19.95 • 6 x 9, 168 pages,
b&w illustrations, map • isbn 978-1-889963-89-1
www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657

related titles

Empire’s Edge
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NEW BOOKS

Yupiit Yuraryarait
Yup’ik Ways of Dancing
James H. Barker
and Ann Fienup-Riordan
With Theresa Arevgaq John

Ann Fienup-Riordan is
a cultural anthropologist
who has lived and worked
in Alaska since 1973. Her
books include Eskimo Essays,
Boundaries and Passages,
The Living Tradition of Yup’ik
Masks, and Wise Words of the
Yup’ik People.
Jim Barker is a documentary
photographer and the author
of Always Getting Ready:
Yup’ik Eskimo Subsistence in
Southwest Alaska.

related titles

Theresa Arevgaq John is
an assistant professor in the
Department of Alaska Native
and Rural Development
at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks.

8

Far more than just a dance, the dynamic
choreography of the Yup’ik provides an
illuminating window into the morality,
social organization, and colonial history of this indigenous people. In Yupiit
Yuraryarait, anthropologist Ann FienupRiordan begins with a brief historical overview of
the colonization and development of Alaska from the
Yup’ik point of view. Then, armed with oral history
testimony spanning thirty years, she shows how singing and dancing are interconnected and imbued with
meaning in this complex ritual. Accompanied by 150
original photographs by James Barker and a DVD
of the dancing, this volume marks the first in-depth
look at the Yup’ik people through the lens of interpretive dance.

anthropology • photography
november • cloth $50.00 • 10.25 x 9.75, 272 pages,
150 halftones, dvd • isbn 978-1-60223-082-8

Taprarmuni Kassiyulriit
Stebbins Dance Festival

Anatole Bogeyaktuk and Charlie Steve with Ann Fienup-Riordan
In Yup’ik, English, and photography, this book illustrates the drumming,
dancing, gift-giving, and feasting of traditional winter ceremonial seasons.
anthropology, photography • paperback $24.95 • 8.5 x 11,
152 pages, b&w illustrations, map • isbn 978-155500-083-7

FALL 2010  | University of Alaska Press

NEW BOOKS

Alaska Native
Cultures and Issues
Responses to Frequently
Asked Questions
Edited by Libby Roderick
Making up more than 10 percent of Alaska’s population, Alaska Natives are the state’s largest minority group. Yet most non-Native Alaskans know
surprisingly little about the histories and cultures
of their indigenous neighbors, or about the important issues they face. This concise book compiles
frequently asked questions and provides informative and accessible responses that shed light on some
common misconceptions. With responses composed
by scholars within the represented communities and
reviewed by a panel of experts, this easy-to-read compendium aims to facilitate a deeper exploration and
richer discussion of the complex and compelling issues
that are part of Alaska Native life today.

Libby Roderick graduated
from Yale University and has
worked as a television and
print news reporter, radio
consultant, and writer on
Alaska Native issues.

native studies • reference
july • paperback $12.95s • 7 x 9, 112 pages, 25 halftones
isbn 978-1-60223-091-0 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-092-7

The Way of the Human Being
Harold Napoleon with Eric Madsen
Yuuyaraq discusses the effects of the 1770s–1940s epidemics on Alaska Native
people: countless deaths, loss of culture bearers, and psychological scars.
anthropology, history • paperback $5.95s • 5.5 x 8.5, 76 pages,
b&w illustrations, map • isbn 978-1-877962-21-9

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657

related titles

Yuuyaraq
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NEW BOOKS

A Woolly
Mammoth
Journey
Debbie S. Miller
Illustrated by Jon Van Zyle

Debbie S. Miller moved
to Alaska thirty years ago to
teach in a small Athabaskan
community in the northeast
part of the state. She currently
lives in Fairbanks. She is the
author of several picture
books for children, including
the companion volumes to
this title, A Caribou Journey
and A Polar Bear Journey,
which was selected as one
of Booklist’s Top Ten Animal
Books for Youth.
Jon Van Zyle is an awardwinning artist and the
illustrator of several picture
books, including A Caribou
Journey and A Polar Bear
Journey, both by Debbie S.
Miller, and Raven and River, by
Nancy White Carlstrom. He
has been the official Iditarod
artist since 1979 and has
twice completed the dogsled
race himself. He lives near
Eagle River, Alaska, with his
wife, Jona, and all of their
happy huskies.

A Woolly Mammoth Journey journeys
back in time to follow a pack of woolly
mammoths across rivers, plains, and
glacial ridges on their annual migration
to familiar feeding grounds. Along the way, a new calf is
born and learns to walk, use her trunk to get food, and
play with other young mammoths in the herd. As the
seasons pass, the mammoths prepare for the long winter and try to protect each other from predators and the
changing climate. Packed with information and featuring vibrant full-color illustrations, A Woolly Mammoth
Journey brings the far-distant past—and its long-lost
wildlife—strikingly close.
A classic once again in print, A Woolly Mammoth
Journey is perfect for second- and third-graders and a
great read-aloud for younger children.
There is danger, drama, and joy as Miller describes
the birth of a new calf, encounters with predators and
nomadic hunters, and the rigors of annual migration.
Acrylic paintings capture the essence of the enormous
“walking haystacks” and the harsh terrain in which
they lived . . . . Vivid writing and equally impressive
illustrations make this an excellent science title for
young readers.
—Kirkus

children’s
august • 10 x 8, 32 pages, full color
cloth $15.95 • isbn 978-1-60223-099-6
paperback $9.95 • isbn 978-1-60223-098-9
10
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NEW BOOKS

A Caribou
Journey
Debbie S. Miller
Illustrated by Jon Van Zyle
An imposing line of caribou stretches
for miles across the frozen tundra of
Alaska. The sound of clicking hooves
echoes through the air as the herd follows its centuries-old migration route.
With their thick coats and their padded, shovel-like
hooves, caribou are ideally adapted to their snowbound
environment, and this lively children’s book explores
their habits and habitat—as well as the dangers that
await the young and old—along this ancient trail.
Writer Debbie S. Miller and artist Jon Van Zyle are
keen naturalists and the premier duo in Alaska children’s literature, and this beautifully illustrated appreciation of the caribou—now back in print—brings this
stately mammal alluringly to life.

A detailed, richly illustrated title. Miller is a natural
storyteller and expertly interweaves facts into her narrative. Van Zyle’s dramatic paintings . . . vividly portray
seasonal changes in the land and life cycle of the caribou . . . . An exceptional source of information and an
outstanding picture book.
—School Library Journal, starred review

Debbie S. Miller moved
to Alaska thirty years ago to
teach in a small Athabaskan
community in the northeast
part of the state. She currently
lives in Fairbanks. She is the
author of several picture
books for children, including
the companion volumes to
this title, A Woolly Mammoth
Journey and A Polar Bear
Journey, which was selected
as one of Booklist’s Top Ten
Animal Books for Youth.
Jon Van Zyle is an awardwinning artist and the
illustrator of several picture
books, including A Woolly
Mammoth Journey and A Polar
Bear Journey, both by Debbie
S. Miller, and Raven and River,
by Nancy White Carlstrom.
He has been the official
Iditarod artist since 1979 and
has twice completed the
dogsled race himself. He lives
near Eagle River, Alaska, with
his wife, Jona, and all of their
happy huskies.

children’s
august • 10 x 8, 32 pages, full color
cloth $15.95 • isbn 978-1-60223-097-2
paperback $9.95 • isbn 978-1-60223-096-5
www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657
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R E C E N T LY PU B L I S H E D

Treadwell Gold
An Alaska Saga of Riches and Ruin
Sheila Kelly
A century ago, Treadwell, Alaska—made wealthy by Douglas
Island’s gold mines—was a featured stop on steamship
cruises. But after the mines flooded, Treadwell sank into
obscurity. Reliving Treadwell’s glory and demise, this book
is for anyone interested in Alaska history or the romance of
gold mining’s past.
history • cloth $35.00 • 7 x 10, 288 pages, 119 b&w photos
isbn 978-1-60223-075-0 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-102-3

A Place of Belonging
Five Founding Women of Fairbanks, Alaska
Phyllis Demuth Movius
This account explores the resourcefulness and accomplishments of five women who settled in Fairbanks, Alaska,
between 1903 and 1923. Woven together from the women’s
letters, memoirs, and other records, these biographical portraits are a splendid glimpse into life on the frontier.
biography, history • paperback $17.95 • 6 x 9, 176 pages, 74 b&w
photos • isbn 978-1-60223-064-4 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-110-8

The Land Beyond
A Memoir
Jack D. Ives
This is simultaneously a light-hearted, winning memoir of
geographer Jack Ives’s fifty-plus years living and working
in the Canadian Arctic and a call to action on the issues of
environmental awareness and conservation that are inextricably intertwined with life in the north.
biography, natural history, nature • paperback $29.95 • 6 x 9,
228 pages, b&w and color photos • isbn 978-1-60223-077-4
e-book isbn 978-1-60223-105-4

12
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Point Hope, Alaska
Life on Frozen Water
Berit Arnestad Foote
In Berit Foote’s days in Point Hope, Alaska, fifty
years ago, the ice covered the sea in October and
did not clear until July. This book is a window
into the daily life and environment of the Iñupiaq
TikiGaghmiut, as seen through the camera of the
young Norwegian artist in 1959–62.
photography, culture • cloth $65.00s • 9.8 x 11, 208
pages, 192 photos, map • isbn 978-1-60223-065-1

The Changing Arctic
Landscape
Ken Tape
Pairing old and new photographs of sites scattered across northern Alaska, scientist Ken
Tape’s repeat photography lets readers draw
their own conclusions about Arctic terrestrial
change from visual evidence.
nature, photography • cloth $35.00 • 11 x 9,
64 pages, 41 color plates, 30 halftones
isbn 978-1-60223-080-4

Tukiliit
The Stone People Who Live in the Wind
Norman Hallendy
For centuries, Inuit and their ancestors have been
building beautiful rock structures across the Arctic
and sub-Arctic. Tukiliit features stunning images of
these unique objects alongside Hallendy’s thoughtful insights.
anthropology, photography • paperback $19.95 • 8 x 9,
128 pages, 90 color plates • isbn 978-1-60223-057-6

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657
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R E C E N T LY PU B L I S H E D

Before the Storm
A Year in the Pribilof Islands, 1941–1942
Fredricka Martin with Raymond Hudson
Drawing from Martin’s accounts of remote St. Paul Island,
Before the Storm is a fascinating portrait of a time and a
people facing radical change: the evacuation of all Aleuts from
the island during World War II marked a long struggle by
Native peoples to gain independence.
biography, history • paperback $39.95s • 7 x 10, 400 pages, 30 b&w
photos • isbn 978-1-60223-076-7 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-103-0

Alaska at 50
The Past, Present, and Next Fifty Years
of Alaska Statehood
Edited and with an introduction by G. W. Kimura
This mosaic of essays by some of today’s most noteworthy
writers and researchers is an eloquent portrait of Alaska since
statehood and a thought-provoking vision for the next fifty
years, addressing topics from art and culture to law and politics to the environment.
history • paperback $24.95 • 6 x 9, 304 pages, 50 historical photos
isbn 978-1-60223-081-1 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-108-5

Natalia Shelikhova
Russian Oligarch of Alaska Commerce
Edited and translated by Dawn Lea Black
and Alexander Yu. Petrov
Available for the first time in English, the primary source materials collected here document the life and work of a pioneering nineteenth-century Russian-American businesswoman.
history • paperback $29.95s • 6 x 9, 288 pages, b&w illustrations
isbn 978-1-60223-073-6 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-066-8

14
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The Little Seal
An Alaskan Adventure
Ram Papish
Written and illustrated by a field biologist with years of
experience in Alaska, The Little Seal introduces young readers to the amazing life of a northern fur seal in the harsh
climate of the Bering Sea through beautiful, scientifically
correct illustrations and inviting rhymes.
children’s • cloth $15.95 • 8.5 x 11, 48 pages, full color
isbn 978-1-60223-068-2

Plants That We Eat
Nauriat Niġiñaqtuat
Anore Jones
The classic guide to edible plant life of northwestern
Alaska. Drawing on knowledge that has kept the Iñupiat
people healthy for centuries, each plant is fully illustrated,
carefully described, and enlivened by recipes and stories
from Iñupiaq cooks.
nature • paperback $24.95 • 7 x 10, 270 pages, 370 images
isbn 978-1-60223-074-3

Common Interior
Alaska Cryptogams
Fungi, Lichenicolous Fungi, Lichenized Fungi,
Slime Molds, Mosses, and Liverworts
Gary A. Laursen and Rodney D. Seppelt
With its detailed illustrations, photos, and glossary, this
comprehensive field guide to interior Alaska cryptogams is
useful to lay and professional investigators alike.
nature • paperback $26.25 • 6 x 9, 240 pages, 354 color photos
isbn 978-1-60223-058-3 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-109-2

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657
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R E C E N T LY PU B L I S H E D

On Sea Ice
W. F. Weeks

Sea ice is crucial to the functioning of the biosphere and a
key component in our attempts to understand and combat
climate change. With On Sea Ice, renowned geophysicist W. F.
Weeks delivers a fully comprehensive and up-to-date account
of our knowledge of its creation, change, and function.
science • cloth $85.00 • 7 x 10, 680 pages, 380 graphs and figures
isbn 978-1-60223-079-8 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-101-6

Field Techniques
for Sea Ice Research
Edited by Hajo Eicken, Rolf Gradinger, Maya Salganek,
Kunio Shirasawa, Don Perovich, and Matti Leppäranta
The first comprehensive book on sea-ice field techniques, this
volume will be indispensable for the study of northern sea ice
and a must-have for scientists in the field of climate change
research. Includes a DVD with additional material.
science • cloth $65.00s • 7 x 10, 586 pages, 232 graphs and figures,
dvd • isbn 978-1-60223-059-0 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-107-8

Globalization and the
Circumpolar North
Edited by Lassi Heininen and Chris Southcott

As the circumpolar North emerges as a significant presence
in world affairs, it becomes increasingly exposed to the effects
of globalization. Bringing together an array of scholars, this
is the first book to explore those effects—political, economic,
and cultural—in all their complexity.
political science • paperback $24.95 • 6 x 9, 328 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-078-1 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-104-7

Apun
The Arctic Snow
Matthew Sturm

This fun and informative guide to the physics and ecology of
arctic snow is sure to spark the imagination of any child.
A teacher’s guide is also available.
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children’s • paperback $12.95 • 7 x 10, 48 pages, 63 line drawings
isbn 978-1-60223-069-9 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-112-2
teacher’s guide • paperback $19.95 • 8.5 x 11, 80 pages, 98 photos
and illustrations • isbn 978-1-60223-070-5
e-book isbn 978-1-60223-111-5
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Giinaquq
Like a Face

Sven Haakanson, Jr.
with Amy Steffian
art, culture • paperback $26.95
8.5 x 10.5, 272 pages, full color,
maps • isbn 978-1-60223-049-1

Old Yukon

Tales, Trails, and Trials—Memoirs
of Judge James Wickersham
James Wickersham
Edited and abridged
by Terrence Cole
biography, history • paperback
$29.95 • 6 x 9, 352 pages, 104 b&w
photos • isbn 978-1-60223-051-4
e-book isbn 978-1-60223-113-9

Alaska Native Art

Tradition, Innovation, Continuity
Susan W. Fair
art, culture • paperback $32.95
8.5 x 10.5, 312 pages, full color,
maps • isbn 978-1-889963-82-2

Once Upon an
Eskimo Time
Edna Wilder

biography, culture
paperback $17.95 • 6 x 9, 200 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-056-9
e-book isbn 978-1-60223-114-6

The Kandik Map
Linda Johnson

geography, culture, history
cloth $34.95x • 6 x 9, 240 pages,
64 b& w photos, map
isbn 978-1-60223-032-3

Secrets of Eskimo
Skin Sewing

Edna Wilder

art, culture • paperback $12.95
5.25 x 8.25, 144 pages, b&w and color
photos • isbn 978-1-889963-12-9

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657
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B E S T S E LL E R S

Changing Paths
Travels and Meditations in
Alaska’s Arctic Wilderness
Bill Sherwonit
nature • paperback $21.95 • 6 x 9,
224 pages, photos, maps
isbn 978-1-60223-060-6
e-book isbn 978-1-60223-106-1

Geology of
Southeast Alaska
Rock and Ice in Motion

Harold H. Stowell
geology, nature
paperback $19.95 • 5.75 x 8.25, 152
pages, color photos, maps
isbn 978-1-889963-81-5

Outside in the
Interior
An Adventure Guide
for Central Alaska
Kyle Joly
recreation • paperback $19.95
6 x 9, 282 pages, 55 color photos,
55 maps • isbn 978-1-889963-99-0

The ThousandMile War
World War II in Alaska and
the Aleutians

Brian Garfield
history • paperback $24.95
6 x 9, 480 pages, b&w photos,
map • isbn 978-0-912006-83-3
e-book isbn 978-1-60223-117-7

Alaska Trees
and Shrubs
Second Edition

Leslie A. Viereck
and Elbert J. Little, Jr.
botany, nature • paperback
$24.95 • 6 x 9, 372 pages, b&w
and color illustrations, maps
isbn 978-1-889963-86-0

Trapline Twins

Julie and Miki Collins

biography, nature • paperback
$19.95 • 6 x 9, 222 pages
b&w and color photos
isbn 978-0-940055-53-7
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The Sea Woman

The Aleutian Islands of Alaska

Sedna in Inuit Shamanism
and Art in the Eastern Arctic
Frédéric Laugrand
and Jarich Oosten

Living on the Edge
Edited by Kenneth Wilson and Jeff Richardson

anthropology, art
paperback $29.95 • 8 x 10, 160
pages, 55 color photos
isbn 978-1-60223-011-8
cloth $49.95
isbn 978-1-60223-026-2

North of 53º
The Wild Days of the AlaskaYukon Mining Frontier,
1870–1914
William R. Hunt
history • paperback $23.95
6 x 9, 352 pages, maps,
b&w photos
isbn 978-1-60223-054-5

natural history, culture • cloth $45.00s
12 x 9, 160 pages, 285 color photos, maps
isbn 978-1-60223-045-3

Crosscurrents
North
Alaskans on the
Environment
Edited by Marybeth
Holleman
and Anne Coray
literature, nature
paperback $26.95s
6 x 9, 336 pages
isbn 978-1-60223-022-4

Living with
Wildness

Social Life in
Northwest Alaska

An Alaskan Odyssey
Bill Sherwonit

The Structure of Iñupiaq
Eskimo Nations
Ernest S. Burch, Jr.

nature • paperback
$21.95 • 6 x 9, 232 pages,
isbn 978-1-60223-014-9

anthropology • paperback
$29.95 • 7 x 10, 492 pages,
maps, b&w illustrations
isbn 978-1-889963-92-1
american association
of school librarians
outstanding book of 2007

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657
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S E L E C T E D BAC K L I S T

The Aurora Watcher’s
Handbook
Neil Davis

nature • paperback $20.00 • 6 x 9,
240 pages, color illustrations,
tables, maps
isbn 978-0-912006-60-4
cloth $35.00
isbn 978-0-912006-59-8

Arctic Village
A 1930s Portrait
of Wiseman, Alaska
Robert Marshall
biography, culture
paperback $20.00 • 5.5 x 8.5,
438 pages, b&w photos, maps
isbn 978-091200-651-2
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The Eskimo Girl
and the Englishman
Edna Wilder
culture, literature • paperback
$16.95 • 6 x 9, 163 pages, b&w
photos • isbn 978-1-60223-015-6
cloth $26.95
isbn 978-1-60223-016-3

Words of the Real People
Alaska Native Literature
in Translation
Edited by Ann Fienup-Riordan
and Lawrence D. Kaplan
literature • paperback $21.95s
6 x 9, 312 pages, bilingual
translations, maps, halftones
isbn 978-1-60223-004-0
cloth $49.95
isbn 978-1-60223-005-7

Good Company
A Mining Family
in Fairbanks, Alaska
Sarah Crawford Isto
biography • paperback $24.95
6 x 9, 264 pages, b&w photos,
maps • isbn 978-1-88996-388-4

Climate of Alaska
Martha Shulski
and Gerd Wendler

nature, science • paperback
$21.95 • 6 x 9, 226 pages, 133
maps, graphs, tables, photos
isbn 978-1-60223-007-1
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DISTRIBUTED TITLES

From Snowshoes
to Wingtips
The Life of Patrick O’Neill
Patrick O’Neill

biography • paperback $19.95
6 x 9, 208 pages, b&w photos
isbn 978-1-883309-05-3

Black Ducks and
Salmon Bellies
An Ethnography of Old Harbor
and Ouzinkie, Alaska
Craig Mishler

culture • paperback $39.95 • 7 x 10,
256 pages, b&w illustrations
isbn 978-1-57864-218-2

Howard Luke
My Own Trail
Edited by Jan Steinbright
Jackson

biography • paperback
$16.95 • 6 x 9, 138 pages, b&w
photos, fold-out map
isbn 978-1-877962-32-5

Yuuyaraq

Bone Strings

Cartography of Water

The Way of the Human Being
Harold Napoleon with Eric Madsen

Poems
Anne Coray

Mike Burwell

anthropology, history
paperback $5.95s • 5.5 x 8.5,
76 pages, b&w illustrations, map
isbn 978-1877962-21-9

poetry • paperback $15.00 • 6 x 9,
86 pages • isbn 978-0-967022-49-9

poetry • paperback $16.00
6 x 9, 88 pages
isbn 978-0-9794365-0-5

Taymyr

Northern Ethnographic Landscapes

The Archaeology of Northernmost Eurasia
Leonid P. Khlobystin

Perspectives from Circumpolar Nations
Edited by Igor Krupnik, Rachel Mason,
and Tonia W. Horton

anthropology • paperback $29.95s
8.5 x 11, 264 pages, b&w photos and
illustrations • isbn 978-0-9673429-6-2

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657

anthropology • paperback $22.50s • 8.5 x 11, 432 pages,
b&w photos and illustrations • isbn 978-0-9673429-7-9
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DISTRIBUTED TITLES

Dena’ina Topical
Dictionary

Dena’ina Sukdu’a
Traditional Stories of the
Tanaina Athabaskans
Compiled by Joan M. Tenenbaum

James Kari

reference • paperback $49.00
8.5 x 11, 400 pages
isbn 978-1-555000-91-2

folklore • paperback $44.00
6 x 9, 288 pages, cd,
12 color illustrations
isbn 978-1-55500-090-5

A Collaborative Approach to
Participatory Development
Timothy Kennedy

culture • paperback $20.00
5.5 x 8.5, 230 pages, 19 photos
isbn 978-983-9054-51-4

K’aiiroondak

Eskimo Drawings

Behind the Willows
Richard Martin with Bill Pfisterer

Edited by Suzi Jones

history • paperback $19.00 • 8.5 x 11, 314 pages,
b&w photos • isbn 978-1-877962-26-4

D is for Dog Team
Alaska Acrostics from A-Z
Ken Waldman

children’s • paperback $14.00
(cd available) • 6 x 9, 64 pages
48 halftones, drawings
isbn 978-0-9816758-1-7
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Where the Rivers
Meet the Sky

anthropology, history • paperback $24.95
10 x 9, 208 pages, color and b&w photos,
drawings • isbn 978-1-88526705-4

Granite
Susan Butcher and David Monson
Illustrated by Sarah Douglas

children’s • paperback $9.95 • 11 x 8.5,
36 pages, 23 color illustrations
isbn 978-0-975402-90-0
cloth $16.95 • isbn 978-0-9754029-1-7

Skijor With Your Dog
Mari Hoe-Raitto
and Carol Kaynor

sports • paperback $14.95
6 x 9, 200 pages, 70 photos
isbn 978-0-9630854-0-5
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DISTRIBUTED TITLES

Field Guide
to Bird Nests
and Eggs
of Alaska’s
Coastal Tundra
Second Edition
Timothy D. Bowman
science
wire-o-binding
$25.00 • 81 pages
isbn 978-1-56612-085-2

Guide to Marine Mammals
and Turtles of the U. S. Atlantic
and Gulf of Mexico
Kate Wynne and Malia Schwartz
Illustrated by Garth Mix
science • wire-o-binding $25.00s
112 pages • isbn 978-0-938412-43-4

Guide to Marine
Mammals of Alaska
Kate Wynne
Illustrated by Pieter Folkens

science • wire-o-binding $25.00
80 pages • isbn 978-1-566121-21-7

Guide to Northeast
Pacific Flatfishes
Families Bothidae,
Cynoglossidae,
and Pleuronectidae
Donald Kramer, William
Barss,
Brian Paust,
and Barry Bracken

Field Guide to Sharks, Skates,
and Ratfish of Alaska
Duane E. Stevenson, James W. Orr,
Gerald R. Hoff, and John D. McEachran
science • wire-o-binding $25.00
84 pages • isbn 978-1-566121-13-2

Common Edible
Seaweeds in the
Gulf of Alaska
Dolly Garza

science • paperback
$10.00 • 62 pages
isbn 978-1-56612-086-9

science • wire-o-binding
$25.00 • 112 pages
isbn 978-1-56612-116-3

www.uaf.edu/uapress | toll-free 1-888-252-6657
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digital editions

Digital Editions
Now Available!

www.uaf.edu/uapress

Changing Paths

Old Yukon

Bill Sherwonit

James Wickersham
and Terrence Cole

$21.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-106-1

For the Sake of the Light
Tom Sexton

$29.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-113-9

Once Upon an Eskimo Time

$22.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-115-3

Edna Wilder

Field Techniques
for Sea Ice Research

Before the Storm

Edited by Hajo Eicken

$65.00 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-107-8

A Place of Belonging
Phyllis Demuth Movius

$17.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-110-8

The Land Beyond

$17.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-114-6

Fredricka Martin
with Raymond Hudson

$39.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-103-0

Natalia Shelikhova
Edited and translated by Dawn Lea
Black and Alexander Yu. Petrov

$29.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-066-8

Jack D. Ives

Treadwell Gold

Apun: The Arctic Snow

$35.00 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-102-3

$14.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-105-4

Matthew Sturm

$12.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-112-2

Apun: A Teacher’s Guide
Matthew Sturm

$19.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-111-5

On Sea Ice
W. F. Weeks

$85.00 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-101-6
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For perpetual, 30-day,
or 180-day ownership

Sheila Kelly

Common Interior
Alaska Cryptogams
Gary A. Laursen
and Rodney D. Seppelt

$26.95 • e-book isbn 978-1-60223-109-2

More coming soon!
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A Note to Our Readers
Tracing its origins to 1927, the University of
Alaska Press has published exceptional scholarly and general interest books about the
history, cultures, languages, literature, environment, and natural resources of the state
and circumpolar North. UA Press is one of the
vital ways in which the University of Alaska
serves the people of Alaska and northern regions of the world.
As a nonprofit publisher, UA Press depends on
the support of readers and friends like you.
By purchasing our books or making a taxdeductible gift to UA Press, you help to ensure
that we will continue to extend the reach of
important ideas and excite many more passionate readers.
For additional information on any title listed
in this catalog or on how you can help support
UA Press, please call, write, or visit our website.
Many thanks. We look forward to hearing
from you.

Authors: Please follow the submission guidelines online at www.uaf.edu/uapress/authors.

To order any of our books,
please see our website:

www.uaf.edu/uapress
Our front cover photograph is
from one of the season’s new titles,
Arctic Sanctuary: Images of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
by Jeff Jones and Laurie Hoyle.
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